East Baltimore-area Assaults, Robberies, Burglaries and Property Damage reported in Johns Hopkins Security Alerts and Advisories

July 1, 2018, to June 30, 2019

Summary:
Four incidents (two aggravated assault, one robbery)
Fatal incidents: one (non-affiliate)
Incidents at gunpoint: two
Incident involving Johns Hopkins students or other affiliates: two
Incident involving hospital transport: one


2. July 24, 2018, 8:15 a.m., North Wolfe Street and 1900 block of Ashland Avenue. Assault. Johns Hopkins affiliate standing on the sidewalk was touched on the forearm by an individual who made a suggestive remark and leaned in toward victim making kissing noises.


4. Sept. 3, 2018, 1600 block of E. Eager Street, near Broadway. Aggravated assault (resulting in death). A non-affiliate was found shot to the head by a firearm. He was transported to a hospital, where he died of his wounds.

5. Sept. 6, 2018, vicinity of Bond and Eager streets. Aggravated assault. A gunman in a vehicle opened fire on a group holding a vigil for the victim in incident No. 4 above. Three youth – ages 14, 17 and 19 – were wounded. All were taken to Johns Hopkins Hospital and survived.

6. Sept. 14, 2018, 7:55 a.m., 100 block of N. Broadway. Sexual assault. Johns Hopkins affiliate pedestrian waiting to cross an intersection at a traffic light was approached and was kissed on the cheek and touched on the buttocks.

7. Sept. 14, 2018, 8:15 a.m., 1600 block of E. Fairmount Avenue. Assault. Johns Hopkins affiliate walking eastbound was approached and was kissed on the cheek by an individual. Circumstances and suspect description were similar to those in incident No. 6 above.
8. Oct. 2, 2018, 9:30 p.m., 1100 block of N. Broadway. Attempted armed robbery. A Johns Hopkins affiliate riding a bicycle northbound on Broadway was approached by four juvenile individuals, one armed with a handgun. They demanded the affiliate’s cell phone, wallet, backpack and bike. Baltimore police and Johns Hopkins security vehicles approaching the area activated their emergency lights; the juveniles fled and separated without the affiliate’s property.